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[Appearing below is an English-language summary of "Construccion de Gasoductos Fronterizos,
Prioridad de Gaseras de E.U." published in the 01/22/92 issue of El Financiero. The Spanish original
appears in this issue of SourceMex (02/05/92).] By Miguel Angel Sanchez In northern Mexico,
at least six US- and Canada-based natural gas companies are struggling to establish themselves
as the top distributor in the region. The intense competition has come about result of the clear
inability of domestic gas producers and distributors to meet the rapidly growing demand for natural
gas. Firms such as the Nova Corporation, Intercon Gas Inc., and ENSA are currently involved in
four different projects. Although of varying scope and magnitude, the four would would extend
US gas distribution systems south of the Rio Grande where they would be connected to existing
infrastructure operated by Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX). Such installations would essentially
constitute the nucleus of an integrated North American energy system. One of the proposals is
called the Trinational Energy Project (Proyecto Energetico Trinacional), comprised of two Mexican
firms, the Canada-based Nova Corporation, US-based Community Energy Alternatives Inc. and
Intercon Gas Inc. Trinational plans two cross-border pipelines. One would link the distribution
network in El Paso, Texas, with pipelines running out of Ehrenberg, Arizona, across the border
to the Rosarito plant, located near Tijuana, Baja California Norte state. The other pipeline would
link El Paso, Texas, with the Samalayuca plant on the south side of Ciudad Juarez. At 1991 prices,
investment requirements for the two pipelines totals about US$250 million. Some of the financing
would derive from unused portions of a US$500 million credit line supplied to PEMEX last year
by the Canadian government. Canadian businesspeople consulted on the current status of the
proposal said most of the necessary negotiations with Mexican trade and energy officials have been
completed. One thing negotiators hope to obtain is an agreement committing Mexican plants to
convert from fuel oil to natural gas, thereby ensuring an adequate market for US and Canadian
suppliers. Another gas distribution proposal is headed by the Texas- based ENSA. According to
Canadian sources, in October 1990 ENSA formally requested authorization from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) for construction of the "Laredo Gas Pipeline." The project envisions
construction of a 250- ft. connecting line linking the interstate pipeline system in Texas with a transborder pipeline to be built by PEMEX. The PEMEX pipeline (36-in. diameter, 250 miles long) would
carry US-supplied gas to the Monterrey area, where most plants currently run on fuel oil. ENSA
has requested authorization from the US Department of Energy to increase natural gas exports
to Mexico by over 500 million cubic feet per day. Another gas distribution proposal pertains to
Valero Transmission, subsidiary of the Valero Energy Corporation which recently opened an office
in Mexico City. Valero currently exports gas to Mexico through installations in Nogales, El Paso
and Reynosa. Valero has obtained authorization from the FERC for construction of a 15-mile long
extension pipeline into Mexico. The extension would link McAllen, Texas, with PEMEX facilities
located in Reynosa, Tamaulipas state. The extension would enable Valero to expand export capacity
to 400 million cubic feet per day. Valero has also proposed a cross-border pipeline at Piedras
Negras-Eagle Pass. In mid-1991, Western Gas Interstate commenced the process of securing FERC
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authorization for reactivating three feeder pipelines between El Paso and Ciudad Juarez. Those
facilities have been virtually abandoned since 1985. Western Gas reportedly has contracts with
PEMEX subsidiary Petroleos Mexicanos International (PMI) to export slightly more than 170 million
cubic feet per day.
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